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Launch of New Pachinko Machine “CR MAJESTIC PRINCE” 

FIELDS CORPORATION (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President & COO: Takashi 

Oya) announces the nationwide release of the new pachinko machine from Daiichi Shokai 

Co., Ltd., “CR MAJESTIC PRINCE.” 

 

■MAJESTIC PRINCE 

MAJESTIC PRINCE was originally drafted as a joint creation between Sotsu Co., Ltd. 

and FIELDS, based around a concept and characters derived from researching sought-after 

hero images.  

The TV anime, broadcast in collaboration with TOHO animation, brought to life a 

nuanced and dynamic story, with highly individual characters, a war between invaders 

from space and young people , and robot action scenes that unfold fiercely.  

As well as a TV anime, it is also broadening its fans by cross-media development such as 

comics, games, merchandise, and pachislot machines.  

 

 

■New Pachinko Machine “CR MAJESTIC PRINCE” 

In “CR MAJESTIC PRINCE,” the game functions, specifications, and chassis have been 

approached from a completely new angle in order to let the player experience the original 

worldview with the pachinko game. 

It has achieved an unprecedented level of enjoyment due to the features of the evolved game 

system, and, with the use of audio, video, and movable gimmicks, players can fully experience 

the appeal of the characters’ individuality and the dynamism of the robot animation.  

The fusion of anime and pachinko creates a new, unconventional kind of entertainment, 

which FIELDS hopes many people will enjoy. 

 

This machine is not only for pachinko enthusiasts but a wide range of people, including 

comics and anime fans. The machine is scheduled for delivery in April 2016 to pachinko halls 

throughout Japan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For inquiries or further information please contact 

Corporate Communications Office, FIELDS CORPORATION 

Shibuya Garden Tower, 16-17 Nampeidai-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0036 

Tel.: +81-3-5784-2109  Fax: +81-3-5784-2119  


